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Disclaimer

This report was written as part of the MediaFutures project under EC grant agreement
951962. The information, documentation and figures available in this deliverable were
written by the MediaFutures project consortium and do not necessarily reflect the views of
the European Commission. The European Commission is not liable for any use that may be
made of the information contained herein.

Statement of originality

This deliverable contains original unpublished work except where clearly indicated
otherwise. Acknowledgement of previously published material and of the work of others has
been made through appropriate citation, quotation or both.

How to quote this document
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Executive Summary

This deliverable iterates over the initial ideas outlined during the proposal writing phase to
propose an overall strategy for exploitation and sustainability and supporting measures
towards its implementation. Considering the current project state (M12), exploitation and
sustainability approaches are based on current activities, ideas and plans and will evolve as
the project progresses. Besides this, exploitation and sustainability of the MediaFutures
project was the subject of a dedicated Business & Innovation Workshop during the first
Plenary. Therefore valuable input and ideas from our multidisciplinary consortium flow into
the assessment of the exploitation and sustainability strategy.

Through an in-depth market analysis carried out in terms of WP6, including challenges and
the project’s (competitive) environment, relevant statements are made about the external
influences. Thereby, it becomes clear that both the competitive landscape or
macro-environment in general and economic, social and technological impacts are the main
externally acting drivers of the project. Combining this with the internal assessment, more
specifically the strengths and weaknesses of the programme, a path-leading strategy
assessment was the result.

The Business & Innovation workshop revealed different types of expected results
(commercial & cultural, knowledge, networks & Digital Innovation Hubs (DIHs) as well as
direct results from the accelerator and residency programme) which are furthermore detailed
in this report. The variety of expected results ensures many opportunities to sustain and
exploit these results in the long-run. The report shows that it is indispensable to not just
focus on the activities in programme, but rather monitor and assess the micro- and
macro-environment of the project in a regular way, to ensure that the rise of multidisciplinary
challenges (social, technological and many more) and competitors are not hindering the
project’s success. Based on this insight, multiple ways are outlined in which the project’s
results are exploited and sustained. This includes the learning, mentoring and training
achievements of startups and artists, the artworks, products, services, contributions to an
increased awareness of the general public on societal issues, knowledge disseminated in
various ways and various networking activities. At the same time the report explains how
other results such as the MediaFutures service portfolio or the community and networks
require more action in order to be sustained beyond the project’s lifetime. Some preliminary
plans in order to sustain these activities are shared. The report concludes by outlining the
exploitation and sustainability plans for each partner individually.
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1 Introduction

This deliverable serves as a public report and iterates initial ideas from proposal writing
phase in terms of exploitation and sustainability and proposes a strategy to implement them
during and beyond the project’s lifetime. MediaFutures aims to be the reference point in
Europe for media and creative companies in supporting them climbing the ladder of
productivity and growth, to exploit the opportunities created by multidisciplinary approaches
and open ecosystems. We are helping media companies to meet technology challenges and
accelerate digital transformation by promoting innovation-as-culture as a top strategic priority
of MediaFutures, with the intention of moving away from media’s old model to what is now a
continuous, enterprise-wide, customer-centric innovation.

Within this deliverable, different types of expected results and activities of the project and the
support programmes will be outlined and analysed against the macro-environment and
competitive landscape. Due to the current project state (M12) we are talking about expected
results and activities, as the first cohort from the first open call will soon finish their
acceleration and residency programme. To add context, we did a Business & Innovation
Workshop with all Consortium partners during our first Plenary and asked them about
relevant exploitation & sustainability items. Among other things, we proceeded methodically
and with appropriate tools from strategic management, such as SWOT and PESTEL, in
order to prepare and analyze the results accordingly. Besides, specific exploitation plans
have been prepared by each partner in order to uncover partner-specific exploitation
opportunities. These plans will be adapted and updated during the project and ensure its
sustainability beyond its lifetime.

Chapter 2 focuses on a general market analysis, outlining the relevance of MediaFutures
and the challenges and macro-environment the project is coping with. Moreover, it describes
the MediaFutures Product and Service Portfolio highlighting the innovative and unique
aspects of the programme. Chapter 3 describes the expected results and activities during
the programme in more detail, considering commercial, cultural and knowledge results, as
well as activities planned or completed in terms of networking, DIHs and the acceleration
and support programme. Chapter 4 analyses the internal strengths and weaknesses as well
as external opportunities and threats via a detailed SWOT-assessment, while a detailed
PESTEL-analysis serves as strategic tool to study the external environment. Chapter 5
combines the expected results with the detailed analysis part of this deliverable, in order to
present a pathway and strategic plan for the exploitation and sustainability of the
MediaFutures project, its activities and outcomes. The sustainability of MediaFutures will be
built around a virtual accelerator and residency programme, exploring several models and
services. The aim is to help the most promising media and creative innovators that graduate
from the accelerator to build a successful business by providing funding, support and
whenever possible to connect them with potential partners, advisors, business angels, and
investors. The report ends with a conclusion and outlook (Chapter 6).
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2 Methods

This section presents in brief the methodological approach followed for defining
MediaFutures’ exploitation and sustainability strategy. It encompasses the results from a
consortium-wide and virtual Business & Innovation Workshop, the assessment based on a
SWOT and PESTEL analysis as well as the results from a partner-survey regarding
individual exploitation and sustainability plans of the consortium's partners.

The outcome of this process shall be the generation of MediaFutures’ exploitation and
sustainability strategy, outlined in Chapter 5.

2.1 Business and Innovation Workshop
In order to receive input from every consortium partner regarding what sort of results they
expect within MediaFutures and how such results can be exploited and sustained, we held a
virtual Business & Innovation Workshop on 12th of March in terms of our first plenary. Within
this workshop, three groups were established consisting of interdisciplinary partners. The
groups focused mainly on business related aspects, expected results and how to exploit and
sustain these results as well as an impact analysis. In total, 14 topics were covered:

● MediaFutures Relevance
● MediaFutures Challenges & Environment & other Stakeholders
● MediaFutures Use Case
● Business Model
● Network & DIH (Exploitation & Sustainability)
● Commercial & Cultural Results
● Knowledge Results,
● Network & DIHs
● Accelerator/Residencies Results
● Accelerator Results (Exploitation & Sustainability)
● Strengths & Weaknesses
● Opportunities & Threats
● Commercial & Cultural Results (Exploitation & Sustainability)
● Other

Each topic is briefly explained within Annex 1. The workshop was divided into three groups.
Each group covered 4-5 subjects, leaving about 10 minutes per subject. The group was led
by one group leader from the project’s coordination team LUH who facilitated the discussion
and took notes of the outcomes of the discussion.
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2.2 Strategic Analyses

Besides the Business & Innovation Workshop, we proceeded methodically and with
appropriate tools from strategic management, meaning SWOT and PESTEL. These strategic
tools gauge the internal and external environmental factors with the aim to facilitate the
decision making process in terms of exploitation and sustainability.

The SWOT analysis is usually applied to assess companies. It systematically examines the
situation of a company and is carried out in two steps: In the first step, the strengths and
weaknesses are identified. The second step is directed toward the future and contrasts the
opportunities with the risks. Together, they form the basis for the company's goals and for
answering the question Where do we want to go? (Lippold, 2019).

As a first step, the strengths and weaknesses are analysed. These are related to the
company or project itself and are results from the company's self-observation through a
critical examination of the company's microenvironment. The second step is directed
towards the future and identifies the opportunities and threats of a company. Opportunities
can be considered as situations and trends from outside the company that can favor the
situation on the market, such as increased demand or advantageous political decisions.
Opportunities can be jeopardized by activities or similar offers from competitors or by
technological and economic policy changes (threats). As soon as the threats become too
great, suitable measures and mitigation strategies must be initiated (Kotler; Armstrong,
2009)

The PESTEL analysis is a commonly used (strategic management) tool to analyse the
external environment of a company or project and “one of the key elements in designing
future business” (Matovic, I. M., 2020). With its help, the macro environmental factors are
measured with the aim to facilitate the strategy-related decision making process while
focusing on the following dimensions:
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Figure 1: Dimensions of PESTEL analysis

(Keller, K.L.; Kotler, P., 2006 / Lynch, R., 2006)

2.3 Survey
Furthermore, we have collected information about specific and individual sustainability and
exploitation plans of each partner via a survey (see tables per partner in Chapter 5.5). These
plans are needed in order to uncover partner-specific exploitation opportunities and serve as
a basis to jointly discuss a plan of action of the next steps for exploitation and sustainability.
The survey provides information in the areas listed in the following:

● Business Model of the respective company/organisation
● Objectives/Mission/Vision of the respective company/organisation
● Market Analysis and Market situation (Current market situation and needs that the

respective organisation caters to)
● Target users and audience
● MediaFutures contribution (e.g. technical, improved media literacy, new

innovations/products/services in the media sector, etc.)
● Anticipated Project Results
● MediaFutures unique competitive position (value proposition at EU level & beyond)
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● Strategic Partnership & Network mobilisation (e.g. DIHs, KETs, other EU or national
projects)

● Contributions to MediaFutures Innovation Impact (actions undertaken by your
organisation to ensure Innovation Impact)

● Exploitation actions during the project (short-term) and exploitation plans beyond the
project duration (long-term)

These methods and the assessed outcome from it form the basis for the exploitation and
sustainability plans for the expected results within the MediaFutures support programme
(Chapter 5) and provide guidance for the next steps ahead.
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3 Market Analysis

3.1 Why MediaFutures is highly relevant

There are multiple problems that MediaFutures addresses, the main one being the increased
public distrust in the media as observed by multiple scientists (Schranz et al., 2018). The rise
of populism challenges previously established values of democracy, fairness and diversity.
Filter bubbles encourage extreme positions. We face dwindling public trust in facts and
expertise on virtually any subject, from healthcare and the environment to government and
education. Together with a fragmented, polarised public engagement and shortening
attention spans, this challenges us to create new approaches, experiences and information
technologies that entertain and educate at the same time. MediaFutures delivers a
second-generation, virtual data innovation hub that draws upon data and expertise from ten
innovation stakeholders across the EU to transform the media sector by promoting business
ideas and creative projects that are fuelled by data shared across the value chain. Our aim is
to make startups, SMEs and artists successful. In the long-run this can only be achieved if
the envisioned virtual hub is able to promote new business opportunities and sustainability
models for our graduates.

The relevance of the MediaFutures project is embedded in our value proposition:

MediaFutures will seek to address this critical gap (in growth and exposure) by
creating a transnational, European data innovation hub that will bring together
data-savvy entrepreneurs, artists and other stakeholders in the media value chain to
deliver a programme that expands on standard models such as the Quadruple Helix
to come up with novel, unconventional ways for people to engage with quality
journalism, science education and democratic processes.

Having a consortium of committed, experienced and multidisciplinary experts, we are
occupying a niche, combining the media and tech landscape with the artistic market by
solving problems around synthetic media, deep fakes, misinformation, etc. through the
innovative use of data.

3.2 Challenges, Environment & Competitive Landscape

Previously established values such as democracy, fairness and diversity are challenged by
the rise of populism. Social Media phenomena like filter bubbles encourage extreme
positions while we are facing dwindling public trust in facts and expertise on virtually any
subject, from the environment and government to education and most recently to our health,
being affected and suffering under a global pandemic. The role of (social) media in all this is
changing and has been extensively discussed as public opinion is increasingly formed
online, where today’s content and narratives are more and more optimised for clicks rather
than for a balanced and especially validated point of view. There are several claims that we
are living in a post-truth society where shifts in the media environment have led to
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increasingly circulating fake news, mis- and disinformation and where the influence of bots
or respondent-driven algorithms is rising (Iyengar, S.; Massey, D. S., 2019). To make a
difference and to tackle these issues and trends from the media industry, MediaFutures is
addressing several important challenges:

Access to data and multidisciplinary expertise
As one of the final aims is the creation of data driven products, services and digital artworks
or experiences through innovative and inclusive applications of data and user-generated
content, data and the access to it is critical to our pilots. They require not only access to but
also the capabilities to work with data from a range of sets and domains, including
audio-visual content, behavioural data, sensors, news, and archival content. We are
therefore combining data from the consortium and the whole ecosystem collaborators and
also data sourced by our startups and artists themselves.

Participatory, inclusive and impactful innovation
Our innovation model is framed around the overall goal to reshape the media value chain by
reaching out with dedicated solutions to our wide range of stakeholders and ecosystem
collaborators. We will follow a ‘best in class’ approach to innovation, which will make it as
simple and smooth as possible for the participants to apply for funds and seek help in areas
where they require it. We will reuse process frameworks, tools and best practices from
previous programmes that have proven to scale to thousands of applicants across Europe.
Through the leverage of existing programmes, ecosystems and communities, we are
increasing our reach and impact. Besides, we are including outreach to citizen science
initiatives, social innovation communities, and journalism associations in order to identify
recent challenges in the media industry to scope our open calls.

Sustainability
Another challenge and simultaneously one of our goals is to support ideas and to set up a
European data-driven & innovation ecosystem that is sustainable in the long term. We are
looking for solutions that are meaningful and relevant for a wide range of stakeholders,
including industry, government and the third sector, using social media and actively
participating in several ecosystems and networks to raise awareness. In light of our
programme, we are reaching out to a critical mass of European entrepreneurs and creatives
with innovative and data-based ideas. Sustainability of the pilots’ products and services as
well as artworks will be ensured through extensive support to nurture their businesses,
creating new and long term-oriented opportunities and networks, e.g. by mobilising a
pan-European network of DIHs and other industry stakeholders. Together we enable
sustainable synergies and collaboration within the media industry and beyond.

We are part of a vibrant and collaborative innovation environment in Europe and beyond,
where different types of innovations projects and efforts are fragmented but also increasingly
becoming larger scale. But what does this environment look like, what dimensions are
decisive to foster (or even limit) innovation in the media value chain? What kind of
challenges are we facing, besides the ones outlined? During our first plenary meeting in
March 2021, we asked partners within a Business & Innovation Workshop about their
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assessment in terms of challenges from the environment of MediaFutures. Their replies are
aggregated in the following:

● Challenges caused by novel tech
● Lack of trust and increasing doubts and misinformation
● Public opinion is increasingly formed online
● Plurality if few voices & opinions?
● More diverse media landscape
● Big media platforms lobby, laws and regulations

A detailed analysis of the MediaFutures environment and its impact to the project will follow
in Chapter 4 through a PESTEL analysis. After having discussed the expected results and
activities (Chapter 3) as well as the internal strengths and weaknesses combined with
external opportunities and threats (Chapter 4), this leads to a more in-depth and detailed
significance about the micro- and macro-environment of the whole project.

Having a look at the competitive landscape (and the other) macro-environment variables is
indispensable for establishing a contextual framework in order to shape future evolution and
market opportunities for MediaFutures. The analysis of the external environment gets more
important in today’s time - marked by rapid globalisation, the emergence of new
technologies etc. - as organisations are constantly seeking “new avenues to sustain their
competitive advantage based on [...] maximizing the use of internal resources or by
emphasizing a series of relationships, alliances and networks” (Ghobadian A., O’Regan N.,
Viney H., Gallear D., 2004). MediaFutures’ competitive landscape is marked by the rise of
more and more direct and indirect competitors. The latter are targeting the same customers
while selling or offering different products or services. In contrast, direct competitors are
selling/offering the same products and services while the key target customers might slightly
differ. Implementing dedicated exploitation and sustainability strategy makes it indispensable
to think about competitive advantages and key success factors that enables MediaFutures to
realise long term success and self-sustaining business models.

Having many research, business related initiatives and networks within Europe for the media
sector, there are nevertheless few big and successful media accelerators and support
programmes. In this regard, having Next Media Accelerator within our consortium brings in
expertise that distinguishes us from other media support programmes. Combining this with
the other consortium partners - some of the best European organisations when it comes to
data science, art, journalism, legal and ethics as well as business and innovation - which
makes us innovative and unique. We are occupying a niche, tackling societal challenges
such as misinformation, disinformation, filter bubbles etc. as well as promoting the
responsible use of data and media and data literacy. The support programme is facilitating
the collaboration between media startups, SMEs and artists and is therefore a unique effort
by MediaFutures. Nevertheless, operating in a time where direct and indirect competitors are
rising fast, we will ensure regular competitive and benchmark analysis not only to keep an
eye on the competition, but also to explore opportunities for collaborations, networks and
partnerships as an ongoing working item.

13
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3.3 MediaFutures Product & Service Portfolio

Digital infrastructures, e-business and social media are transforming markets and everyday
life. Different types of innovation projects are currently contributing to a vibrant and
collaborative innovation environment in Europe and internationally. Innovation efforts in the
media value chain are currently fragmented but are increasingly becoming larger scale and
aiming to tackle societal issues. MediaFutures comprises the assumption that a society that
informs its decisions and policies with data is more likely to be healthy, productive and
sustainable. As a result, MediaFutures encourages participation and inclusivity, including
underrepresented audiences and communities affected by the digital divide through
dedicated service offerings.

For selected startups, SMEs and artists, the consortium and especially our partners in close
practical support - especially NMA and IRCAM - are offering a wide range of incubation and
acceleration services for the pilots. These services are outlined in more detail in deliverable
D2.1. Furthermore, other partners provide participants with training, support and expertise in
ethics, journalism, data science, art and media. Generally speaking, the MediaFutures
product and service portfolio is characterized through a lot of innovative aspects, covering
many specific situations. During the Business & Innovation Workshop, we assessed with all
partners for what specific situation the MediaFutures products and services can be used,
exploited and what makes them innovative compared to other accelerator programs. The
graphic below comprises the answers:

Figure 2: MediaFutures Product & Service Portfolio
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Besides these products and services, the MediaFutures consortium is providing the following
applicant’ supports:

● email support for general questions about the call via opencall@mediafutures.eu
● email support for general questions about the programme as a whole via

info@mediafutures.eu
● FAQ section and extensive Guidelines for Applicants, downloadable on the website
● two webinars per call presenting the open calls, procedures and Q&A opportunities.

4 SWOT and Impact Analysis

4.1 Internal Assessment: Strengths and Weaknesses
The following figure presents the current identified internal strengths and weaknesses which
were assessed within the Business & Innovation Workshop from the first plenary combined
with an extensive research.

Table 1: Internal strengths and weaknesses of MediaFutures

Strengths Weaknesses

- Everyone is very committed to the
project and their work

- Innovative mix of existing training
concept and development of new
trainings and resources wherever gaps
are identified

- Set-up and leverage of high-level
project bodies and partner networks, to
ensure using synergies and knowledge
transfer in a broad ecosystem in the art,
tech and media domain

- The multidisciplinary background from
the partners and the participants of the
open calls

- Breadth of expertise within the
consortium.

- Relevance of the open calls is ensured
through the iterative and individual
definition of topical challenges

- Unique focus on startups and artists
relation and collaboration (occupying a
niche)

- New contents are reflected through
new, data driven artworks

- Besides focusing on data and
technology, the funded projects within
MediaFutures increase awareness on
societal issues while focusing on

- Complexity of evaluation and selection
process

- Some partners are “new to the game”
- Sometimes too administrative and

bureaucratic, while being lean and fast
is deem necessary to be successful

- media industry very fragmented and
complex; few media accelerators and
thus little research basis and complex to
analyse
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initiatives that have a social impact (e.g.
green deal, increasing data/media
literacy, etc.)

- Our project came right on time, as the
European arts sector and culture have
suffered one of the biggest disruption in
recent history

- We managed to run the
programme online with
minimum negative in very
difficult circumstances.

- During the first open call, we
received a high number of
applications, considering the
circumstances brought by the
pandemic.

On the one hand, the strengths presented show the driving forces behind and within the
MediaFutures project combined with competitive advantages that create the strategic
standing of the project. These are the critical items the MediaFutures consortium will focus
on during the upcoming project lifetime in order to ensure long term success of the project.
On the other hand, the elaborated weaknesses indicate items that limit innovation if progress
is not made for these. They can lead to stagnation in the project and will hinder the overall
success (Kaplan, R; Norton, D., 2001 / Kotler, P.; Lane, K., 2009) In accordance with
well-designed risk management processes we will mitigate the influence of these
weaknesses to avoid being susceptible to innovations by competitors or new entrants.

It should be noted that this is considered to be an iterative assessment where further project
outcomes and success are of course dependent on strengths and weaknesses.

4.2 External Assessment: Opportunities and Threats

The following table provides an overview about the external opportunities and threats,
assessed by the consortium through the Business & Innovation Workshop within the first
plenary combined with an extensive research.

Table 2: External opportunities and threats

Opportunities Threats

- European and national policies on
Digital Innovation Hubs and startup
funding

- Cultural and Creative Industries (CCI) &
Knowledge and Innovation
Communities (KICs) to be established

- New European Bauhaus initiative

- Our project focus is at the cutting edge
of current (research) problems; our call
structure may not be able to keep up.

- We have a project that addresses
different ecosystems (Art, Science,
Business, Tech …) . We have to be
clear what “sustainability” means in the
different fields.
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- We have a project that addresses
different ecosystems (Art, Science,
Business, Tech.)

- Current societal challenges such as the
pandemic offers a big chance for
disruptive ideas

- There are many online conferences, we
can achieve to promote the project to a
wide audience

- Building an actual community around
beneficiaries and partners

- Emerging technologies will impact the
media industry, thus new ideas and
challenges will appear

- MediaFutures networks (such as AB,
Ambassador Network, Partners
Network) to provide valuable feedback
and new research and exploitation
angles

- Market speed vs EU projects timing
- Difficult to balance MediaFutures’ offer

(products & services) with future
investors’ interest

- Bureaucracy makes us slow and not so
focussed in the core of the program:
supporting artists and startups.

Talking about exploitation and sustainability, especially at the current project state, the
assessed opportunities and threats become highly relevant. The whole business
environment is changing dynamically, the emergence of direct and indirect competitors is the
logical consequence. Laws and regulations, in particular for startups and accelerators, are
comparatively new and subject to change. Therefore, regular monitoring of the macro
environment, the competitive landscape as well as the opportunities and risks in general -
combined with appropriate risk management and mitigation strategies - is indispensable for
MediaFutures. This will be an ongoing item.

4.3. PESTEL Analysis

Having provided an overview of the influencing dimensions when analysing the external
environment in Chapter 2, the concrete impact and influence on MediaFutures will be
outlined in the following table.

Table 3: PESTEL analysis for MediaFutures

PESTEL Analysis for MediaFutures

Dimension Impact on MediaFutures Impact
assessment
(l/m/h)

Political As a research
project itself not
directly involved to
politics1

As an accelerator,
the levels of
bureaucracy and
political regulation
might

Copyright & IPR
issues
considering the
use of data within
the products,

Tax payments as
hindering element
for commercialising
the products and
services

low

1 In fact, MediaFutures maintains the European Code of Conduct for Research Integrity,
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/horizon/guidance/european-code-of-conduct-for-resear
ch-integrity_horizon_en.pdf
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impact/hinder services and
artworks
developed within
the support
programme

Economic Stage of business
development (e.g.
pre-seed, seed,
etc.) and therefore
investor-
friendly economy

Unemployment
and labor supply
might affect the
likelihood to start
a business

Level of
disposable
income and
income
distribution

Positive impact of
globalization in
terms of creating a
European DIH while
funding
startup-and-artist
teams from Europe
and beyond

medium

Social Increasing
information
society, where
culture and
individual interests
foster our project

Press attitudes,
public opinion,
social attitudes &
social taboos are
thematically
influencing the
MediaFutures
accelerator and
the funded teams

Public health
consciousness
increases the
need for valid and
easily-available
information to
avoid
misinformed
decisions that
affect the whole
society

medium

Techno-
logical

Emerging
technologies such
as AI, VR/AR, 3D
print, etc. have an
immediate effect in
terms of new
business models
and research
questions

Knowledge and
technology
transfer and
international
collaboration and
multidisciplinarity
becomes key

Increasing role of
the internet
promotes
information
overload; it is
increasingly
difficult to verify
the accuracy and
correctness of
information

New communication
channels facilitate
the information
transfer and thus
the risk for
misinformation

high

Environ-
mental

Natural and
climate disasters
are on the rise,
due to climate
change, promoting
information
overload and
misinformation &
disinformation.
This leads to the
necessity to
include these
topics in the next
Open Call
Challenges

Dedicated
trainings around
climate change
need to be set up
as this subject
impresses with
complexity and
experts need to
be involved, as
not covered by
the project’s
consortium

low

Legal Employment law
might impact the
regulation for
startup
accelerators

Competition law,
e.g., prohibition of
unfair advertising
measures and the
obligation to
obtain approval
for business
takeovers might
impact the
startups at a later

Company law,
e.g. possible
legal forms,
obligation to keep
accounts and
publication of
annual financial
statements etc.
becomes relevant
when funding a

Freedom of
expression, data
protection, GDPR
issues, ethical use
of data

medium
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maturity level new entity (as a
startup)

According to the current state of the project and analysis, it appears that technological
influences have the strongest impact. New technologies lead to new scientific questions and
research areas, tech and knowledge transfer are key drivers. New communication channels
simplify the transfer of information, but also the risk for information floods and poorly
validated information up to misinformation. In addition, economic, social and legal
dimensions have a medium influence on MediaFutures as a project and accelerator itself,
when it comes to examining the macro-environment and its influence on exploitation and
sustainability.

In general, MediaFutures will continuously monitor the dynamic micro- and
macro-environment, with its strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats as well as
impacts resulting from different disciplines. We will respond to the latter through
appropropriate strategies. Using the PESTEL analysis in a regular manner “leads to success
in using business opportunities while a number of threats will be overcome by finding
business solutions that can counteract their negative impact.” (Matovic, I. M., 2020)
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5 Exploitation & Sustainability Assessment
This chapter builds upon the results of the Business & Innovation Workshop as well as the
survey and elaborates on what results are expected to be achieved in terms of
MediaFutures. It furthermore explains briefly how these results benefit various stakeholders
and how they can be exploited and sustained in the long run. Some results such as
knowledge imparted to MediaFutures participants through training and mentoring have a
long lasting effect beyond the programme’s lifetime. Other results would require additional
action and commitment from partners or other stakeholders e.g. keeping the services of
MediaFutures alive beyond the three years of H2020 funding.

5.1 Commercial & Cultural Results
Based on the results within our workshop (see Annex 1) and our survey (tables in Chapter
5.5.), multiple commercial and cultural results are identified. The main results include the
artworks, products, services as well as the increased sustainability of the work of the pilots.
This subchapter explains the results in detail and outlines paths of exploitation and
sustainability.

One of the main results are new artworks. Within our first open call, we have funded five
artists within the Artists for Media Track (AfM track - see Figure 3) as well as seven artists
within the Start Phase of the Startup Meets Artist Track (SmA track) of the first cohort. Four
of the seven artists from the SmA Track proceeded to the Build Phase (see Figure 4).2

Figure 3: Artists For Media Projects

2 More info about the phases can be found in D2.1 - Incubation and Acceleration Services and D1.1
Call Documentation
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These projects highlight the importance of societal challenges such as the climate crisis, the
Covid-19 pandemic, divisive media content, information overload, the inability to understand
certain data or information as well as misinformation and disinformation in general.

Table 4: Artists for Media Project Descriptions

Project Name Project Description

Critical Climate
Machine

Critical Climate Machine is a project that quantifies and reveals
the mechanisms of misinformation on global warming. The project
environment consists of a walk-in room with a data sculpture and
a sound installation. Using Artificial Intelligence, the sculpture
analyses myths about climate change. Its software monitors and
debunks false arguments coming from social media.

Evil Magic Mirror Obvious presents the Evil Magic Mirror. This interactive artwork
will let you perceive a glimpse of your alternate future self, in an
era where misinformation and data manipulation are common
practices. More than a simple piece of art, this artwork projects the
viewer into an experience which will change his or her view of
digital media content in the long run.

Social Sandwich A series of online encounters with an anonymous stranger
selected for their difference to you, the artwork is constructed to
bypass snap judgements and defensive behavioural patterns
which might otherwise determine the nature of these interactions.
A shared creative task establishes a foundation of collaboration
before you and your partner are invited to engage with divisive
media content, aiming to reach agreement on its reliability.

Soft Evidence Soft evidence is a series of slow visual scenes that never
happened – films manipulated by machines trained to lie. The
pervasive misinformation in our lives is as pernicious as it is
because our tech literacy cannot keep up with technological
advancements and our use of personal technology. The artists use
deepfakes as art – normally a highly politicised form, here
purposely apolitical, to provide neutral ground for conversation
about AV manipulation.

730 hours of
violence

We live in an age of information overload. It is everywhere and
typically represented through data visualisation systems that aren’t
clear enough for us to understand or emotional enough for us to
empathise with. Eventually, this generalised misinformation has
translated to a global lack of action. The project opens a global
discussion to examine where exactly our definition of violence is
rooted, and thus, open questions about the information sources
that condemn or legitimise our daily lives.

The artists make use of several datasets and analytics tools, either belonging to them or
provided as open datasets by MediaFutures3, in order to make data better understandable.

3 MediaFutures datasets and tools are accessible for the pilots via the Resource section on our
website or via github
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Figure 4: Startup Meets Artist Projects

The artworks developed in the projects are the main cultural result of MediaFutures. The
artworks incorporate data that often reflect on new contents. Many of the artworks provide a
reflection of the media, make aware how misinformation and disinformation work and how to
tackle this problem. Other artworks focus on informing the public in a responsible way on
different phenomena. The artworks thereby contribute to the understanding of the general
public on how the media works, what to be aware of when consuming media contents as
well as raising awareness on current societal challenges. This increased awareness of the
inner workings of the media and different issues in society as well as the media and data
literacy that these artworks increase is a result in its own right as well.

Table 5: Startup Meets Artist Project Descriptions

Project Name Project Description

How to read a
Library

How to Read a Library addresses collective mapping, visualization
and ‘reading’ in relation to complex bodies of data in cultural
libraries. Taking into account that “big data is not just ‘a lot of data’;
but also new combinations and continuous flows of data.”4 By
looking at the collection as data, the project will explore methods to
enhance access and discovery in libraries and digital collections.

HYPERViz HYPERViz is aiming to make complex data accessible to the
general public on a global scale, with implications in a wide variety
of sectors, from environmental management and agriculture to the
way pandemics affect society. Satellites and Satellite-imagery are

4 “Creating value through responsible access to and use of big data” in: Portfolio for Research and
Innovation. Dutch National Research Agenda, 2016.
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critical to monitor the Earth, today more than ever. The project aims
to deliver a digital experience, as broadly accessible as Google
Earth, built from multi-layered imaging of hyperspectral data in an
artistic, experiential and intuitive way that ‘speaks’ to the general
public in a way that empirical data cannot.

JECT-SENSE JECT-SENSE is a new art-tech collaboration between the JECT.AI
start-up working in the news media sector, media artist Antoni
Rayzhekov, and curator Claudia Schnugg. It will develop novel and
unconventional ways for journalists and a general audience to
engage with news coverage, including scientific coverage, which in
turn will be realized as a visualization component for JECT.AI’s
digital product, an artwork and a video demonstration.

PONTE PONTE stands for using the creativity of the crowds for bridging
barriers of perception and sensemaking and moving into an
exchange of ideas, opinions and viewpoints. The project repurposes
and further develops the existing software, SenseMaker®. It is
designed to capture and sort micro-narratives where the
respondents apply meaning to their own narrative. Building on the
self-interpreted data, an artist curates the data to inspire cohesive
interpretations and collective understanding of mass data sets,
illuminating pathways of connection.

The artworks can be commercialised e.g. through exhibitions in various cultural institutions.
Through the STARTS and MediaFutures community artists have the chance to
commercialise their artworks. To this end there are also several pitching and networking
events within MediaFutures that provide both startups and artists with opportunities to
present their work to interested clients, investors and relevant stakeholders. For the artists,
the work at MediaFutures helps to build a track record which qualifies them for further
artworks at cultural institutions, furthermore sustaining the social impact they achieve with
their work.

At the same token, multiple artworks as well as products and services have been developed
in terms of the SmA Track. Within this track, four out of seven startups managed to proceed
to the Build Phase. An additional three out of seven startups managed to proceed to the
Build Phase in the Startups for Citizens Track (SfC Track; see figure 5).
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Figure 5: Startups for Citizens Projects

The products and services of these companies include:
● An information platform that raises awareness about sustainability of companies (and

rewards sustainable choices) that you buy from
● Solutions raising awareness about misinformation surrounding Covid-19
● Platforms for dialogue for people with opposing views
● Smart library and knowledge access solutions
● Hyperspectral imaging solutions to inform about environmental
● Agricultural and other problems
● Tools for journalists to better visualize data
● Software aiming to expose bias, etc.

As a result of the support programme some startups that are not yet incorporated, actively
work on enhancing their company and establishing a legal entity. Thereby MediaFutures
directly contributes to the founding of new companies. The support programmes also
contribute to the sustainability of the work of startups, SMEs and artists by offering funding,
training, mentoring and advice as well as a network in order to receive funding, investments
and customers for their future work.

Table 6: Startups for Citizens Project Descriptions

Project Name Project Description

Closing the Gap – the
Gokind venture

Gokind combines your transactions with the companies’
sustainability data to show you how the brands you buy from
perform in terms of sustainability and equality. A one-click
solution that lets you automatically screen companies you buy
from and rewards you for choosing more sustainable
alternatives. Today many of us rely on traditional marketing in
our everyday choices, which many times lures us into
greenwashing & fuels a feeling of distrust. The project enables
the launch of a powerful alternative; a platform that significantly
increases and simplifies your access & understanding of the
sustainability works that companies do or lack.
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DEEP The Covid-19 pandemic has given rise to an infodemic of
misinformation and growing societal divisions. DEEP will
leverage novel research in behavioural science, data feminism
and Virtual Reality (VR) to enable engagement and reflection
around complex and dividing topics like COVID-19. It aims to
foster an increased understanding of others and their
perspectives with the ambition to build bridges within and
across communities in our society. DEEP provides an
innovative tool and creates an immersive VR experience to
stimulate reflection, learning, and understanding by promoting
context and facilitating an emotional and constructive
processing of data.

People Supported
Intelligence

People Supported Intelligence (PSi) is a platform for a new
type of online dialogue that fosters consensus from opposing
views. PSi changes the order in which viewpoints are
discussed. Instead of communication happening with similar
people first and then trying to resolve the conflict between
like-minded communities, PSi structures communication
around the discussion of diverging ideas first. Users find
solutions to community problems in small groups. PSi helps
them converge to a consensus. The project is built on our
combined 20 years of experience and PSi is designed around
principles of collective intelligence and group facilitation.

The products and services developed by startups have the potential for a long lasting and
sustainable impact. In terms of the accelerator programme, the exchange between startups
and media experts as well as training, mentoring and the funding provided are all meant to
facilitate the successful development and commercialisation of the products and services
that were proposed by the startups in terms of their application to MediaFutures. If such
products and services can be successfully commercialised, it ideally also helps the company
to grow and thereby provides an impact on the company’s sustainability as well.
Furthermore, all funded projects have been selected due to their positive social impact e.g.
fighting misinformation, disinformation, filter bubbles, increased media and data literacy, etc.
A contribution to a startup’s sustainability therefore also helps to sustain the positive social
impact it has.

5.2 Knowledge Results
The main knowledge results within MediaFutures include knowledge gained by
MediaFutures participants in terms of training and mentoring, increased awareness of the
general public on societal issues incl. an increased data and media literacy, the data
innovation toolkit, policy briefs and/or research & whitepapers and knowledge build up within
the consortium. These results including their exploitation and sustainability are explained
within this subchapter.

The most direct knowledge result is the knowledge imparted in the startups, SMEs and
artists through dedicated training. The training educates them on subjects such as business
planning, misinformation, data ethics, pitching skills, data anonymization, basics of the
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GDPR, IPR, sales & go-to market strategies, art-tech collaboration, social innovation, media
regulation, freedom of expression, fundraising, disinformation in journalism and many more
(see figure 6).

Figure 6: Excerpt of the training schedule (April 2021)

Furthermore, through direct exchanges with mentors and dedicated feedback sessions the
participants always have the opportunity to receive expert advice and guidance.

It is planned to furthermore make use of the participant’s knowledge by maintaining good
relationships with them and let them share their learnings and experience with new cohorts
of MediaFutures in networking events and training.

Beyond that the products, services and artworks developed raise awareness on critical
aspects of society such as misinformation, disinformation, climate change, the environment,
media and data literacy. They provide tools for the general public to inform themselves on
these issues, to inform others or to actually experience these phenomena in new and
different ways. One foreseeable result is therefore an increased awareness on societal
issues as well as increased media and data literacy resulting from the work of the
MediaFutures participants. Among others, the aim is to his enable citizens to bridge the gap
between opposing points of view, participate in initiatives that have a social impact (e.g.
green deal), participate in art, easier understand complex information and data through new
ways of visualisation, interact with data through new Human Machine Interfaces (HMI), etc.
These ways of enabling and empowering citizens to engage in democratic processes and
society have the potential to generate a social impact that leads to more trust in democratic
institutions as well as the betterment of society at large. By contributing to the sustainability
of the work of the artists, SMEs and startups through our service portfolio, we also help to
sustain these impacts.

Besides this, the consortium undertakes several activities to provide knowledge and
resources to the general public. This includes the data innovation toolkit, research activities,
white papers and policy briefs. The data innovation toolkit will provide a resource for
entrepreneurs and artists and everyone working in-between business and arts, to help them
use a variety of methods to widen participation in AI. It focuses on art/AI interactions and
their application to counter misinformation. It enables the use of the arts, and
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trans-disciplinary STEAM (science, technology, engineering, arts, mathematics) approaches
more widely, to increase understanding of and participation in AI by a larger part of the
public. The toolkit is driven by the expertise of the MediaFutures partners across a range of
fields and collates insights gained from our work with start-ups and artists. This toolkit will be
disseminated through our social media channels, website and other channels (e.g.
newsletter, etc.) to be openly available to the public and provides a useful tool for artists,
entrepreneurs but also potentially for other projects or support programmes that want to help
startups and artists using AI in the media sector.

We will augment this furthermore with research (incl. white papers and policy briefs). The
foreseen research will mainly focus on innovation as well as current challenges in the media
industry (see table 5).

Table 7: Research Ideas

Research Topic5 Topic explanation

Business Analysis of
Media Accelerators

● Business Model and Sustainability
● How can a Media Accelerator be financed?
● What is the value proposition?

Business Model
Analysis for the Media
Value Chain

● Explaining success factors and elements of different
business models in the media industry

● Innovation and business model analysis / Framework
for the media value chain

○ List of different business models
○ Different concepts of generating revenue

Business Model
Analysis

● Expanding/adjusting the general BMC for the
startup/artist/media/tech environment, more focus on
innovation & business model innovation

Types of Barriers in the
Media Sector

● What challenges do journalists, news organisations
and media companies face in general?

● Challenges of digitalisation
○ Overload of information
○ Big offering of “free” and partly high quality

content
● Social media platforms as competition

Misinformation/Disinfor
mation

● Distinguish between different phenomena that are
commonly referred to as ‘disinformation’ to allow for
the design of appropriate policy responses:

● Misinformation
● Disinformation
● information influence operation

5 Please note that this is an initial draft of research ideas. We might not conduct all of these ideas and
the list might be enhanced with additional ideas later on as the project evolves.
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● foreign interference in the information space

Hate speech in social
media / Online Hate
Speech (in the EU)

● To what extent is hate speech present in social
media?

● What measures are effective against hate speech?

Who/What is the source
of misinformation / The
diffusion of
misinformation within
social media

● What are intentions of misinformation/disinformation
● What are effective ways to trace back

misinformation/disinformation to its source
● Prosumer approach in the (social) media industry and

its impact on disinformation

Media Value Chain ● Are there any other or new elements that can be
identified in the media value chain?

● Impact of new technologies on the media value chain

Open Innovation in the
(Social) Media Industry /
for startups & SMEs

● Open Societal Innovation (citizens and state as main
actors)

● The use of social media for the purpose of open
innovation

The purpose of this research is to provide entrepreneurs, artists and policy makers with
inspiration about current challenges of the media sector that can be tackled as well as to
provide guidance on what challenges need to be considered in order to run a successful
business in the industry. Similarly to the Innovation Toolkit we plan to make this research
publicly available as a resource for anyone interested.

Through MediaFutures, each partner of the consortium gains knowledge in various domains
that are outside of their area of expertise. Each partner contributes with their expertise in the
domains of media, art, data science journalism, business/entrepreneurship, innovation, legal
and ethics through various formats of exchange. This includes project management telcos,
multilateral telcos, plenaries, etc. If needed, partners also hold extraordinary telcos and
workshops to inform everyone on certain topics that require a deeper understanding. This
was for example the case for WP8 in order to make sure that all partners are aware of the
basics in terms of the GDPR, legal and ethical issues of the project and to ensure that we
comply with relevant data protection policies and rules. Especially the consortium’s efforts to
shape a collaborative support programme for artists and startups/SMEs (SmA-Track) is
something new and innovative, that each consortium partner learns from and further benefits
from for their future projects and activities.

5.3 Networks & DIHs
Within MediaFutures, we are contributing to multiple networks and ecosystems which are
explained within this subchapter.

Most notably we are actively involved in the STARTS ecosystem. At its core, the programme
organises artist residencies in science and technology projects all over Europe at scale.
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IRCAM, as one of our partners, coordinates various projects and activities related to
STARTS. Through the active participation in the STARTS ecosystem, MediaFutures is
represented in relevant art-tech related events such as the most recent STARTS in motion
event (see figure 8).

Figure 7: MediaFutures Keynote Speech

This allows us to generate more attention in the art-tech scene, attract more high quality
artists and startups and get in touch with relevant players of the media and art ecosystem
including science, academia, multipliers and industry. These relevant stakeholders can be in
turn integrated into our own MediaFutures ecosystem which includes our Advisory Board,
the Partners Network, Ambassador Network, Alumni Network or our informal networks.
IRCAM as one of our partners coordinates various projects and activities related to STARTS.
We thereby directly benefit from the expertise and can apply similar methodologies as
STARTS in terms of the artist residencies in MediaFutures. In addition, through cross
promotion, the network raises awareness about the MediaFutures and our open calls.

In addition to this MediaFutures is building up an Advisory Board of relevant experts, a
high-level committee providing additional insights and strategic advice into the development
of the project and providing feedback on the project’s call and of the variety of services and
support we offer. They will furthermore be active in shaping our challenges for the support
programmes and promoting our open calls. This will ensure a high quality as well as the
relevance of our support programmes. In addition to this we will benefit from synergies
between the organisations and network that the Advisory Board members are part of.

We are also in the process of setting up a Partners Network of relevant stakeholders and
DIHs. Its members will:

● share data and other resources with startups and artists to help create novel
products, services, artworks and

● experiences;
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● provide technology and tools for storing and managing different forms of media
content;

● mentor startups and artists and partner with in future ventures;
● promote the hub and the call to attract interesting applications and expand the

ecosystem;
● help the data innovation hub achieve its impact goals and become sustainable.

Through the Partners Network we want to extend our offerings to startups and artists by
offering additional partnerships and collaboration opportunities and access to e.g. data and
computational resources or the expertise of other organisations. The organisations within the
Partners Network can open up their network to startups and artists as well and thereby
provide access to test prototypes, MVPs and artworks and get in touch with potential clients,
investors, cultural organisations and other stakeholders. For this purpose we have reached
out to more than 200 DIH’s and other stakeholders.

To build grassroot support, MediaFutures establishes an Ambassador Network at
European level and beyond which is composed of the successful applicants, professionals
and enthusiasts from the media sector from all over the world. The aim of this network is to
disseminate and promote MediaFutures in countries that are underrepresented in terms of
applications. With the Ambassador network we will gain a higher reach in MediaFutures and
promote our support programmes in countries all over the world, thereby increasing diversity
within the support programmes. Additionally, it provides an opportunity to network with
organisations that are not part of the consortium’s network and either involve them in some
of our Partners Network or in our MediaFutures community in general. We have recently
launched a call for applications on our website. First applications have been received and
will soon be discussed within the consortium.

Additionally, through the support programmes of MediaFutures we are building a network of
startups, entrepreneurs, SMEs and artists who participated in MediaFutures. This Alumni
Network can be activated in order to promote and support MediaFutures in various ways as
well. By engaging alumnis future cohorts benefit through the advice and experience shared
by startups, SMEs and artists who already went through the process. Their success but also
their challenges or failures can help the participants to work goal oriented, to know in
advance what mistakes to avoid, potential challenges to prepare for.

In terms of the support programmes, all partners actively contribute with their own networks.
The people that are part of this informal network contribute to various aspects of
MediaFutures in terms of e.g. their expertise in training, as guest speakers during events,
advice, promoting MediaFutures, providing access to their network and contacts as well as
other hands-on support. This can include other relevant networks and initiatives as well such
as International Data Spaces Association, the BDVA and its i-Spaces, the European network
of Digital Innovation Hubs (DIHs). The informal networks of our consortium partners feed into
the above mentioned formal networks. Some partners already proposed suitable members
for the Advisory Board and also contributed contacts for the Partners Network. Each partner
profits by generating new contacts and enlarging their network through this process, which
benefits their future work as well. Furthermore, the informal networks of each partner benefit
startups and artists by strengthening specific parts such as the evaluation process through
external evaluators, or the trainings by expert advice from outside the consortium
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5.4 Accelerator, Residency and Support Programme Results
Another commercial result is the MediaFutures project itself. Regarding the project and
support programmes, the consortium has set up a procedure for open calls that reflect
current needs of the media industry and address challenges of society at large. Through
regular open calls these challenges get updated every year, ensuring the relevance of the
support programmes. Furthermore, we established transparent evaluation, involving experts
in the domains of media, art, journalism, business/entrepreneurship, legal and ethics to
ensure that the best teams are selected. In these domains, the startups and artists receive
dedicated training and are mentored accelerating the success of their pilots. As noted earlier,
the MediaFutures support programmes occupy a niche in tackling societal challenges such
as misinformation, disinformation, filter bubbles etc. as well as promoting the responsible
use of data and media and data literacy. The support programmes for Startups and Artists
meet a clear demand, reflected in the high number of applications received. As such these
support programmes or certain aspects of the programmes (open call, evaluation process,
service aspects such as training, mentoring, funding, network) are a commercial result that
can be further exploited and sustained by the partners or similar initiatives. We are currently
exploring various sustainability models beyond project duration. First ideas on how to further
sustain this include to continue the work within the individual organisations of the
consortium. For this we need to get buy-in and the commitment of individual organisations.
At the current stage of the project, however, this is only an idea; concrete plans have not yet
been initiated.

5.5 Exploitation Plans per Consortium Partner
The MediaFutures project brings together ten partners from six European countries
(Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Spain and the UK) with multidisciplinary and
complementary expertise as well as recognised track records in the respective domains of
expertise and in cross-disciplinary collaboration. MediaFutures therefore builds upon the
consortium’s expertise in running data entrepreneurship and media initiatives, while
respecting the legal requirements and principles set by EU law, ensuring transparency, and
inclusivity.

The following tables show the plans for Exploitation both long term and short term for
MediaFutures, as well as insights on the inner workings of the consortium partner’s
organisations.

Table 8: Exploitation Plan - Leibniz Universität Hannover

Exploitation Plan

Leibniz University
Hannover (LUH)

Company/Organization
Profile

Leibniz University Hannover is a public research university
located in Hannover (Germany). As a technical university LUH
belongs to the TU9 consortium of leading technical universities in
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Germany. It is a member of many international and European
associations and organizations, such as the Big Data Value
Association (BDVA), the pan-European Confederation of
Laboratories for Artificial Intelligence Research in Europe
(CLAIRE), the Leibniz Research Alliance Science 2.0, a group of
notable institutes and organizations that investigates how the
Web changes science and scientific publication processes, the
Web Science Network of Laboratories (WSTNet) and many more.

Business Model of your
Company/ Organisation

LUH is a University driving forward world leading research and
education. As such the main source of income is from public
funding.

Objectives / Mission / Vision
of your Company/
Organisation

In regards to MediaFutures the main objective of LUH is to drive
forward new and unconventional ways to counteract current
issues in the media sector (e.g. disinformation, misinformation,
filter bubbles) and promote media literacy and data literacy across
Europe and beyond. Our main objective in this regard is to
provide ideal support in terms of mentoring, funding, training and
networking to startups and artists. Part of our vision is that we as
an organisation but also all of our partners acquire competencies
and knowledge of the latest and most pressing issues in the
media sector and are able to integrate them in our future work,
research and support programmes. Ideally we would like to see
long lasting sustainable initiatives, business models, networks
and cooperations thriving from within the consortium.

Market Analysis & Market
Situation (current market
situation and market needs
that your organisation
caters to)

LUH participates in a variety of national, EU funded and other
international projects. As outlined above, LUH is one of
Germany’s leading technical universities and integrated into
strong international networks. LUH also participates in the
MediaFutures project by engaging its research center, L3S. The
L3S Research Center was founded in 2001, as a joint research
institute of several universities in Lower Saxony, officially
associated with the LUH. Work at L3S focuses on excellent
AI-based research and the development of innovative and
cutting-edge methods and technologies for systems, which are
intelligent, reliable and responsible. As an organisation LUH is
frequently acquiring more projects addressing current societal
needs mostly with a focus on data driven innovation.

Target users & audience Research community in respective fields, policy makers at various
levels, citizen-led initiatives.

MediaFutures contribution
(e.g. technical, improved
media literacy, new
innovations/products/servic
es in the media sector, etc.)

MediaFutures contributes by:
- providing technical guidance and knowledge (data

science) to startups, SMEs and artists
- providing knowledge about legal frameworks and ethics

(e.g. GDPR, freedom of expression, ethics in AI, etc.) to
startups, SMEs and artists

- providing guidance and mentoring in business aspects
(investor relations and funding, marketing, business
planning, pitch training sales) to mainly startups and
SMEs but also interested artists

- providing training in journalism (misinformation, data in
journalism, media literacy, data and narration, etc.) to
startups, SMEs and artists

Through the support of startups, SMEs and artists MediaFutures
thereby supports:
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- new business models that increase the trust in media and
our democratic institutions

- new products and services that enable journalists,
companies, professionals, enthusiasts and consumers to
access and work with data and derive meaning and
information of data in new and responsible ways

- improved accountability and responsibility within the
media sector

- new artworks that disclose societal challenges and
challenges in the media sector in new ways

- citizens participation in democracy and current challenges
in society

Anticipated Project Results ● New products and services that help companies and
journalists to access and present data and information in
a responsible and accountable way.

● Products and services providing consumers with easy to
understand and trustworthy data and information.

● More awareness of legal and ethical aspects in media
and journalism for startups and artists (which will translate
into their products, services and artworks).

● Increased data and media literacy within the supported
startups, SMEs and artists and thereby indirectly within
their customers/users/visitors.

● New knowledge and competencies gained for the whole
consortium through an interdisciplinary consortium of
experts and shared expertise. This will translate into
future support programmes for artists, startups and
SMEs.

● New networks, collaborations and initiatives initiated from
within the consortium.

MediaFutures unique
competitive position (value
proposition at EU level &
beyond)

While there are many research and general business related
initiatives and networks within Europe for the media sector there
are few big and successful media accelerators and support
programmes. In this regard having Next Media Accelerator within
our consortium brings in expertise that distinguishes us from other
media support programmes. Additionally we have some of the
best european organisations when it comes to data science, art,
journalism, legal and ethics as well as business and innovation,
who also bring in their network.
In addition to the scarcity of big and well established media
accelerators and support programme, MediaFutures occupies a
niche, tackling societal challenges, such as counteracting current
issues like misinformation, disinformation, filter bubbles etc. as
well as promoting the responsible use of data + media and data
literacy. Furthermore there are no accelerator programmes that
provide a common acceleration/residency for artists. The support
programme facilitating collaboration between media startups,
SMEs and artists is therefore a pioneering effort by MediaFutures.

Strategic Partnership &
Network mobilisation (e.g.
DIHs, KETs, other EU or
national projects)

BDVA, Arts & AI, Citizen Science. We furthermore contacted ~300
DIH, projects and organisations within Europe to become part of
our “partners network (e.g. stakeholder cluster & DIH network).
Furthermore in terms of the Advisory Board (AB) we are currently
establishing another project body contributing to the network of
MediaFutures.
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Contributions to
MediaFutures Innovation
Impact (actions undertaken
by your organisation to
ensure Innovation Impact)

- Project Management
- Overall project coordination
- Continuous monitoring of impact assessment and

implementation roadmap to ensure sustainable outcomes
- Activating relevant networks and establishing the AB

(jointly with WP5)
- Current work on Ambassadors network + Partner network

(incl. Stakeholders Cluster)
- Currently formalizing an exploitation and sustainability

strategy as a pathway for the consortium and the project’s
outcomes

Exploitation actions during
the project (short-term)

Contributions via policy briefs, white papers success stories and
research disseminated via various channels.Building a strong
network of relevant players within the media sector, including the
MediaFutures Advisory Board and partner network (Stakeholder
cluster, Ambassador Network & other DIHs).

Exploitation plans beyond
project duration
(long-term)

We will deploy lessons learned in terms of the support
programmes in other future (EU-wide and national) projects. We
will use the network built within the project to find synergies for
future projects and the setup of a self-sustainable European DIH,
fostering innovation and respective business models to
sustainably reshaping the media value chain

Table 9: Exploitation Plan - IRCAM

Exploitation Plan

IRCAM-Centre Pompidou
(IRCAM)

Company/Organization
Profile

IRCAM, non-profit institution under the support of the French
Ministry of Culture.

Business Model of your
Company/ Organisation

Main activities : research, artistic production, education and
cultural outreach
The research part is funded partly through external resources
including collaborative RIA and IA projects, private and public
R&D subcontracts and technology licenses.

Objectives / Mission / Vision
of your Company/
Organisation

IRCAM’s main mission in relation to its activity in MediaFutures is
to develop a reference expertise at international level in
art-tech-science-innovation interactions.

Market Analysis & Market
Situation (current market
situation and market needs
that your organisation caters
to)

IRCAM’s specific interest in MediaFutures combines two aspects
:
- a focus of artistic residencies on informational databases
- methodologies of innovation processes gathering artists and
startups

Target users & audience The experience gained by IRCAM in MediaFutures is expected
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to be applied to similar processes supported by public and
private actors.

MediaFutures contribution
(e.g. technical, improved
media literacy, new
innovations/products/service
s in the media sector, etc.)

Gathering and supporting the best proposals by artists and
startups contributing to innovations in the media sector through
the management of informational databases

Anticipated Project Results Art-tech (artist / startups/ databases management) residencies
methodology.
Interactive artworks (physical or online) urging citizens to reflect
on misinformation, use of data and other societal issues.
Creation of a network of data and media experts, artists and
startups.

MediaFutures unique
competitive position (value
proposition at EU level &
beyond)

Collaboration between artists and startups working on the media
value chain, with data. Creation of artistic experiences,
applications, products that tackle the issue of misinformation.

Strategic Partnership &
Network mobilisation (e.g.
DIHs, KETs, other EU or
national projects)

STARTS

Contributions to
MediaFutures Innovation
Impact (actions undertaken
by your organisation to
ensure Innovation Impact)

Management of MediaFuture’s innovation processes involving
artists.
Support to hosted artists and startups on transdisciplinary
technological innovation processes, by making IRCAM’s
know-how and technological expertise available to them.

Exploitation actions during
the project (short-term)

Showcase of the results in STARTS and IRCAM’s networks

Exploitation plans beyond
project duration
(long-term)

Development of a network including MediaFutures artists,
STARTS artists and cultural partners for dissemination purposes
and support to artists (residency, production, exhibitions…)
Artists-startups residency methodology usable for other
programmes (IRCAM or EU) - to be shared with partners through
symposiums / meetings / events (and thanks to the toolkit) …
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Table 10: Exploitation Plan - Design Entrepreneurship Institute

Exploitation Plan

Design Entrepreneurship Institute (DEN)

Company/Organization Profile Independent non for profit think tank, based in
Brussels, Belgium.

Business Model of your Company/
Organisation

Participation in public and private funded
research projects.

Objectives / Mission / Vision of your
Company/ Organisation

DEN is aiming at contributing to a sustainable
future by assessing and maximising the impact
of innovative processes. Dissemination,
networking and engagement activities support
this effort. DEN develops studies, strategies and
policy recommendations on how (co)-design can
be used to ensure the immediate, medium- and
long term impacts of research and innovation
activities and how to support the success of
start-ups, SMEs as well as citizen-led initiatives.

Market Analysis & Market Situation (current
market situation and market needs that your
organisation caters to)

DEN is participating in a variety of EU funded
research projects in the areas of health, migrant
integration, climate change, citizen science,
disinformation, AI.

Target users & audience Research community in respective fields, policy
makers at various levels, citizen-led initiatives.

MediaFutures contribution (e.g. technical,
improved media literacy, new
innovations/products/services in the media
sector, etc.)

MediaFutures activities will help DEN to further
develop its expertise in:

● communication and dissemination of
project activities and results

● reaching new communities and
stakeholders

● enlarge our service offer and access
new actors, new networks and
potentially new clients and
decision-makers in industry

● exploit projects’ scientific results in
terms of new usages and applications of
the MediaFutures impact assessment
framework

● tools and methods for the support to
incubated entities in terms of citizen
engagement, co-design and
co-development and user studies

Anticipated Project Results ● MediaFutures impact assessment
methodology for startup and artistic
projects in the field of disinformation
and AI.

● Creation of a network of data and media
experts, artists and startups.
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● Specific communication and
dissemination strategy in the field of
startups and artistic support.

MediaFutures unique competitive position
(value proposition at EU level & beyond)

● Collaboration with artists and startups
working on the media value chain with
data

● Collaboration with cultural, start-up
support and media institutions as well
as research and data institutions

Strategic Partnership & Network
mobilisation (e.g. DIHs, KETs, other EU or
national projects)

Other EU projects related arts, technology and
on the media sector:

● S+T+ARTS initiative
● S+T+ARTS prize
● MÖBIUS project

Contributions to MediaFutures Innovation
Impact (actions undertaken by your
organisation to ensure Innovation Impact)

● Coordination of communication,
dissemination and ecosystems building
activities of the project

● Communication and dissemination
strategy development and
implementation

● Management of project website and
Twitter account as well as
communication materials

● Analysis of the project impact so to
auure the maximisation of the positive
impacts

Exploitation actions during the project
(short-term)

Showcase activities and results
Participate in project proposals in the field
scientific publications

Exploitation plans beyond project duration
(long-term)

Participate in other projects in the thematic area
scientific publication

Table 11: Exploitation Plan - ZABALA Innovation Consulting

Exploitation Plan

ZABALA Innovation
Consulting (ZABALA)

Company/Organization Profile ZABALA Innovation Consulting, S.A. is an independent
consulting firm, based in Spain, France, Belgium, UK and
Colombia.

Business Model of your
Company/ Organisation

ZABALA is an SME providing Innovation-related services to
any type of organisation (Companies, Research and
Technology Organisations, Universities and Public
Administrations are local, regional, national or European level)
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Objectives / Mission / Vision of
your Company/ Organisation

Our mission is to assist our clients with their innovation
strategies by creating a framework in which they can
collaborate with different stakeholders to continue to push the
boundaries of innovation. Founded back in 1986, we are a
team of more than 320+ professionals located across thirteen
offices in strategic places. Because the 21st century is the
century for cooperation, let us help you take part and achieve
the backing that your projects need, so you can realise the
advances and reap the economic rewards of innovation, the
one that works. We can do it together. Let’s innovate!

Market Analysis & Market
Situation (current market
situation and market needs
that your organisation caters
to)

ZABALA is the leading innovation consulting company in Spain
in terms of supporting the achievement of Public R&D Funding
(both with financial and tax incentives).
At European level it is one of the 3 most relevant and
successful companies, with more than 8.000 clients and more
than 20 Mill € sales. In the 2014-2020 period, ZABALA has
submitted more than 800 proposals to different European
Programmes, with an average success rate higher than 33%
and more than 700 mill € achieved for our clients. ZABALA is
the 1st Spanish SME in H2020 return and the 4th Spanish
company also in H2020 behind ATOS, INDRA and ITP. Thanks
to a team of more than 320 professionals, engineers, biologists,
chemists and 13 offices in strategic locations (Pamplona,
Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia, Seville, Bilbao, Zaragoza and
Vigo in Spain; Brussels in Belgium; Paris and Bordeaux in
France; London in the UK; and Bogota in Colombia), we work
with specialised profiles that understand our clients' business
and speak their language perfectly. When speaking about
Cascade Funding services, ZABALA manages more than 40
mill € in Funding to Third Parties in 10 different projects.

Target users & audience Within the overall ZABALA users, the main targets in
MediaFutures of interest will be:

- SMEs and start-ups in Media sector
- Media artists (new target)

MediaFutures contribution
(e.g. technical, improved
media literacy, new
innovations/products/services
in the media sector, etc.)

ZABALA role is mainly focused on:
- Management of Cascade Funding mechanism (3 Open

Calls)
- Support in the business incubation and acceleration,

with peer support and networking
- Training to experiments on Funding and Social

Innovation

Apart from that, ZABALA collaborates as well on the project
dissemination, exploitation and sustainability.

Anticipated Project Results The most relevant project’s results for exploitation will be the
outputs of the supported third parties that will have achieved
relevant milestones to bring to a mature level their
research/innovations/technologies/know-how (in different forms
depending on their profile and innovation readiness and
potential). However, in relation to the exploitation of the project
itself, the following exploitable results and strategy to be
followed for every result have been identified by ZABALA:

- New services and contracts for Target Groups
- Open Call (Cascade Funding) management services:

improvement and growth
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MediaFutures unique
competitive position (value
proposition at EU level &
beyond)

Main unique values of MediaFutures from ZABALA’s point of
view are:

- Main acceleration programme for SME/Start-ups on the
Media Sector

- New Business models based on the use of Open Data
- Innovative impact generation through established

collaborations with artists.

Strategic Partnership &
Network mobilisation (e.g.
DIHs, KETs, other EU or
national projects)

Other EU projects related with Cascade Funding and
SMES/Start-ups acceleration services in different fields:

- FINODEX (Fiware + Open Data)
- IRSUS (any Topic under Innovation Radar)
- BLOCKCHERS (Blockchain and DLTs)
- NGI Explorers (5G, IoT, Blockchain, Big Data, AI)
- NGI DAPSI (Data Portability)
- DIGIFED (DIH’s in electronic embedded systems,

CPS)
- DATA MARKET SERVICES (Data)
- EDI (Big Data)
- NESOI (Energy transition for EU islands)
- EUH4D (Big Data)
- REACH (Big Data, Data Value Chains)

Contributions to MediaFutures
Innovation Impact (actions
undertaken by your
organisation to ensure
Innovation Impact)

Main contributions of ZABALA’s work related with Innovation
Impact are:

- Open calls management
- Continuous improvement of acceleration process
- Training of SMEs/start-ups to accelerate its activities

and reach the market
- Support of SMEs/start-ups on networking events

Other indirect contributions refer:
- Creation of an innovative ecosystem on Media sector
- Dissemination of project outcomes and results in

several platforms
- Exploitation of results

Exploitation actions during the
project (short-term)

NEW SERVICES AND CONTRACTS FOR TARGET
GROUPS:
The first line of service that ZABALA will exploit will be the
creation of a new package on financing needs for 1) SMEs and
startups in the Media sector; 2) Media Artists.
ZABALA usually works with large companies in the field of
public funding. A new package derived from MediaFutures
participation would comprise:
For SMEs and Startups:

- Better and wider analysis of opportunities: Based on a
better knowledge of SMEs and startups’ needs will
allow ZABALA to analyse existing opportunities for this
specific group. The analysis will comprise public
funding opportunities, EIB/EIF funds or even contacts
with existing accelerators/VCs. The increase of the
private sector investors’ networks and providing a
global offer, not only focused on public, but also private
funding.

- Better offer of services: the existing business model for
ZABALA comprises a fixed term payment to weekly
monitor and inform of a range of open calls and
tenders for their customers. At the same time, this fixed
amount covers the writing, submission and
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management of individual proposals to different funds.
In case of success (funding) a percentage is charged
as a success fee (from 2% to 15%). The problem with
smaller companies is that the number of options is
limited, and fixed payments are nearly impossible to be
accepted. The idea is, thanks to DAPSI, detecting
specific programmes (like the SME instrument,
cascade-funding programmes, early stage accelerators
or VC funds) and include the service of writing and
submitting the expression of interests or proposals
under a closed fee. Setting up a fixed amount of
€5,000 for 4 submissions and a success fee of 10% of
the obtained funds is a model we would like to explore.

For Media Artists:
- Strategy for exploitation: ZABALA will be aware of the

usual weakness and barriers of artists for access
funding. This will be useful to identify new tools and
programmes to support them in this task. ZABALA will
make an analysis to design an exploitation strategy for
Artists willing to reach the market with a selection of
the most suitable funding programmes, technology
transfer tools or creation of agreements or spin-offs.

CALL MANAGEMENT SERVICES – IMPROVEMENT AND
GROWTH:
Different public administrations and industry clusters have
contacted ZABALA after the management of open calls in
previous projects to subcontract the management of their own
entrepreneurship programmes. So there will be an important
role to further develop the open call methodology to then offer it
to different administrations. So far, ZABALA has not officially
signed any contract on this behalf but is currently participating
in different tenders from the public administration to be officially
the manager of the calls for selection of entrepreneurs.
The services offered are:

1. analysis of the objective of the open call: identify the
best strategy for the fund owner to reach the desired
beneficiaries;

2. legal and administrative documentation;
3. pre-proposal clinics: service aiming to sort out potential

doubts with proposers during the open call time and
4. evaluation of received proposals: contracting external

evaluators among an internal pool of experts currently
cooperating with ZABALA in varied sectors (energy,
ICT, Agri-food, bio-based industries, industry, etc.).

Exploitation plans beyond
project duration
(long-term)

NEW SERVICES AND CONTRACTS FOR TARGET
GROUPS: Based on the success of MediaFutures, ZABALA’s
objective is to sign commercial agreements with at least 10%
of the participants in the programme (12 companies in 2 years).

CALL MANAGEMENT SERVICES – IMPROVEMENT AND
GROWTH: It could bring us the opportunity to obtain around
1-2 new contracts per year from 2020 due to the expertise and
reputation in this area.
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Table 12: Exploitation Plan - Next Media Accelerator

Exploitation Plan

next media accelerator (NMA)

Company/Organization Profile Leading pan-european startup program for innovation in
media and marketing

Business Model of your
Company/ Organisation

Investing in startups and help them to accelerate

Objectives / Mission / Vision of
your Company/ Organisation

We aim to become the largest hub for media innovation in
Europe

Market Analysis & Market
Situation (current market
situation and market needs that
your organisation caters to)

nma provides investors and partners with the most promising
european media startups. . Moreover nma is involved in
several EU projects.

Target users & audience Investors, media corporates looking for innovation, startups

MediaFutures contribution (e.g.
technical, improved media
literacy, new
innovations/products/services
in the media sector, etc.)

- Supporting the best startups and give them access to
the nma media and alumni network, investors and
partners

- Integrate the MediaFutures startups in relevant nma
communication measures

Anticipated Project Results - Bring the MediaFutures startups to a higher level of
maturity

- Finding corporate partners or investors

MediaFutures unique
competitive position (value
proposition at EU level &
beyond)

Creating new approaches and innovative solutions in
collaboration with artists and startups working on the media
value chain with data

Strategic Partnership &
Network mobilisation (e.g.
DIHs, KETs, other EU or
national projects)

nma network
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Contributions to MediaFutures
Innovation Impact (actions
undertaken by your
organisation to ensure
Innovation Impact)

- Design and management of MediaFuture’s innovation
processes and support program.

- Support startups and artists with the nma expertise
and network

Exploitation actions during the
project (short-term)

Supporting the startups and artists to find business partners
and mentors to gain a new level of maturity

Exploitation plans beyond
project duration
(long-term)

- Supporting the startups to create their own business
related network

- Invest in the startups
- Learnings for the nma acceleration program
- Take learnings from the MediaFutures project to

improve other EU projects

Table 13: Exploitation Plan - KU Leuven

Exploitation Plan

KU Leuven - Centre for IT & IP
Law (KUL)

Company/Organization Profile The Centre for IT & IP Law is a research center at the
Faculty of Law of the University of Leuven (KU Leuven).
Researchers are specialized in legal and ethical aspects of
IT innovation and intellectual property. The Centre is
dedicated to advancing and promoting legal knowledge
about the information society through research and teaching
of the highest quality in the areas of Data Protection, Privacy
and Information Security Law, New Media and
Communications Law, and Information Rights Management.

Business Model of your
Company/ Organisation

KULeuven is a research University participating in private
and public research fundings.

Objectives / Mission / Vision of
your Company/ Organisation

KU Leuven has a clear vision focused on research,
education, quality and diversity.
about MediaFutures, KU Leuven has KU Leuven CiTiP
brought his expertise to MediaFutures by offering guidance,
training and by spreading information via toolkit or one to
one meetings about law related matters including media law,
intellectual property law, data protection law, artificial
intelligence ethical and regulatory framework. CiTiP aims to
raise awareness about disinformation, freedom of
expression when startups develop projects in relation to the
media.

Market Analysis & Market
Situation (current market
situation and market needs that
your organisation caters to)

Start-ups are often in need of guidance when it comes to
legal matters related to innovation and law. They
explanations on the rights and obligations which could be
attached to their projects, explanations on some law
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concepts to further undertake relevant action towards
compliance.

Target users & audience The experience gained by KU Leuven in MediaFutures can
be applied to further research projects and activities. We
better understood the need of startups for the law expertise
areas of the center. Developing training and guiding the
startups helped the researchers involved to vulgarise come
complex topics improving the teaching ability for further
educational activities and to research on several area of law
and the current policy and legal initiatives about some
modern challenges such as disinformation, the rapid uptake
of artificial intelligence, freedom of expression online.

MediaFutures contribution (e.g.
technical, improved media
literacy, new
innovations/products/services in
the media sector, etc.)

From a wider perspective, MediaFutures will have given a
spotlight and support to some promising and innovative
ideas. A real springboard providing visibility, knowledge,
skills (in all different areas) for the development of fresh
innovation for the media sector. Contributing to the demand
for alternative solutions when it comes to media. Therefore
the contribution of the project is multifaceted.

Anticipated Project Results We can already underline the good selection of projects with
positive objectives for the media value-chain with innovative
ideas. A tangible result is to give the word and spotlight to
challenging and innovative ideas. Some projects have
already benefited from the programme and could participate
in events, fair and disseminate their work and ideas. In
addition some projects might reach a good level of readiness
for the market by the end of the first cohort and the award of
prize.

MediaFutures unique competitive
position (value proposition at EU
level & beyond)

MediaFutures is a consortium which unites various forces
and expertise areas and are located in different european
countries which helps to improve the outreach and impact.

The objective and missions of the project ensure this unique
and competitive position. Rewarding innovative projects for
their positive impact on the current challenging media
landscape. There is a need for solutions or alternatives to
fight challenges such as the fight against disinformation, the
respect of freedom of expression online, the fight against
hate speech.

Strategic Partnership & Network
mobilisation (e.g. DIHs, KETs,
other EU or national projects)

MediaFutures has been intensively in contact for
dissemination of the open calls with many DIH. The
dissemination effort of the consortium through media
channels is also very active. The collaboration with STARTS
is also to underline. Further collaboration with EU funded
projects under the same scheme or similar mission could
perhaps happen if relevant?

Contributions to MediaFutures
Innovation Impact (actions
undertaken by your organisation
to ensure Innovation Impact)

The innovation impact of the project is materialised through
the projects selected, the guidance all along their
development and the supervision to reach a mature level.
The research and advice provided to the participants of the
project are carefully following the latest trends in partner’s
respective field of expertise including a developing and
moving legal and policy framework when it comes to
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innovation. This permits to provide a good support to the
participants

Exploitation actions during the
project (short-term)

For the first cohort results, specific and targeted
dissemination actions, events, posts need to be undertaken.
This would permit to also fulfil the open call target
applications and to advertise the innovative ideas and share
the positive narratives around reshaping the media value
chain and ideas to fight disinformation, safeguarding
freedom of expression.

Exploitation plans beyond
project duration
(long-term)

For the long term, MediaFutures could become a label for
innovative ideas for the media value chain and the fight
against modern challenges to the media landscape. Perhaps
provide a repository for innovative solutions for media.
Perhaps create an annual award for the most innovative
projects for the media value chain.
Post success stories: like 2 years after the project, what
have they become?

Use of the material developed in MediaFutures in future
educational or research activities.

Table 14: Exploitation Plan - LUISS

Exploitation Plan

Luiss Libera Università
Internazionale degli Studi Sociali
Guido Carli (LUISS)

Company/Organization Profile Private University

Business Model of your
Company/ Organisation

Luiss Libera Università Internazionale degli Studi Sociali
Guido Carli – is an independent university that offers an
innovative educational approach at its four Departments:
Economics and Finance, Business and Management, Law,
and Political Science. Luiss is well renowned for its
research activities, aimed at producing knowledge and
innovations, contributing to the scientific debate as well as
to the benefit of economic, social and cultural development
with an international perspective.

Objectives / Mission / Vision of
your Company/ Organisation

Luiss offers an innovative educational approach at its
different Departments (Economics and Finance, Business
and Management, Law, and Political Science) and research
centers including Luiss Data Lab and Master of Journalism.
Moreover Data Lab lead IDMO (Italian Digital Media
Observatory) a new project coordinated by the Director
Gianni Riotta and Prof. Livia de Giovanni, represents one of
the 8 selected hubs (representing 14 EU and EEA
countries) that will help implement the activities promoted
by the European Digital Media Observatory (EDMO) in the
fight against disinformation and fake news at European
level.
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Market Analysis & Market
Situation (current market
situation and market needs that
your organisation caters to)

Luiss is well renowned for its research activities, aimed at
producing knowledge and innovations, contributing to the
scientific debate as well as to the benefit of economic,
social and cultural development with an international
perspective.

Target users & audience Young adults between 18-40 years old

MediaFutures contribution (e.g.
technical, improved media
literacy, new
innovations/products/services in
the media sector, etc.)

Luiss alongside Luiss Data Lab and the Master of digital
journalism will provide guidance to bottom-up initiatives
promoting citizens’ awareness and information on scientific
topics, in order to fight counter-narratives that incentivize
the deterioration of trust in knowledge authorities in
contemporary public spheres.
Its technologies:

● Web Scraping and Data Collection on Twitter Social
Media Platform;

● Data Visualization for Social Media Analysis
through Interactive Charts;

● Machine Learning for tweets Semi-Automatic
Classification and Sentiment Analysis

● Social Network Analysis through Algorithms on
Graphs for Clustering and Centrality;

● Website Developments and Management.
● Complex Network
● Social Network Analysis through Algorithms on

Graphs for Clustering and Centrality
● Statistics, New Media, Programming languages
● Experimental research that combines the classical

analysis of social and political narrative with new
cognitive tools, Big Data, Artificial Intelligence,
Blockchain

Anticipated Project Results The project will construct a solid hub for the media value
chain of data. This could be used by the entrepreneurs,
european companies and artists to achieve a sustainable
business model, where the data would be employed in a
responsible manner and with a civic orientation. Specifically,
Master of Journalism and Data Lab Luiss will contribute
with its consolidated expertise to the trainings on data
journalism, by developing specific guidelines and learning
materials aimed at improving journalists' digital and media
literacy skills. Data Lab alongside Master of Journalism’s
network further provide guidance to bottom-up initiatives
promoting citizens’ awareness and information on scientific
topics, in order to fight counter-narratives that incentivize
the deterioration of trust in knowledge authorities in
contemporary public spheres. Furthermore, Luiss’ training
programs will envisage the implementation of digital tools
co-designed with citizens to access trustworthy news and
facilitate and strengthen media and political vertical
accountability.

MediaFutures unique competitive
position (value proposition at EU
level & beyond)

MediaFutures is a public outreach initiative that funds
creative projects which combine art and technology. In
addition, this promotes civic participation on diverse events
and training that contribute to enlighten citizens on ethical
use of data exploitation and preventing misinformation.
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Strategic Partnership & Network
mobilisation (e.g. DIHs, KETs,
other EU or national projects)

● Luiss Data Lab is a partner of the Horizon 2020
SOMA project "Social Observatory for
Disinformation and Social Media Analysis"

● Luiss Data Lab represents one of the 8 selected
hubs (representing 14 EU and EEA countries) that
will help implement the activities promoted by the
European Digital Media Observatory (EDMO) in the
fight against disinformation and fake news at
European level.

● Since 2019 Data Lab hosts, ALETHEIA Centre of
Excellence, an European research laboratory
established to promote research and knowledge
exchange on issues related to information,
professional correctness, the fight against
misinformation and forced polarization in the media,
on and offline. We are delighted to work with
several partners who bring their knowledge and
expertise as contribution in the fight against
disinformation such as CNR, Princeton University,
Harvard University, Università Cattolica del Sacro
Cuore; Università Statale di Milano, T6, Adapt,
Catchy; Newmark Graduate School of Journalism,
Allkemy,  and others.

● Luiss Data Lab, Luiss Master of Journalism,
Harvard University, Michigan University are
investigating the alleged international conspiracy
known as QAnon and the international anti-vax
movement. The research is a preliminary study of a
dataset, which was collected at the end of last
year.The aim of this collaboration is to contribute to
the development of a new theoretical framework of
international politics that is adequate to understand
and analyze coordinated disinformation operations
in Italy and to implement events and research on
these issues.

● DisinfoNet: Data Lab and the Master in Journalism
Luiss aimed at supporting the efforts of
researchers, fact-checkers, journalists and society
at large in the fight against online and social
disinformation.

The platform DisInfoNet provides the ability to upload
datasets taken from Twitter, in the JSON Tweet Format and
carry out analyzes on them.

Contributions to MediaFutures
Innovation Impact (actions
undertaken by your organisation
to ensure Innovation Impact)

Exploitation actions during the
project (short-term)

The Master of Journalism and Data Lab Luiss will contribute
with its consolidated expertise to the training on data
journalism, by developing specific guidelines and learning
materials aimed at improving journalists' digital and media
literacy skills.

Exploitation plans beyond project
duration
(long-term)

Luiss’ training programs will envisage the implementation of
digital tools co-designed with citizens to access trustworthy
news and facilitate and strengthen media and political
vertical accountability. Luiss will further provide guidance to
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bottom-up initiatives promoting citizens’ awareness and
information on scientific topics, in order to fight
counter-narratives that incentivize the deterioration of trust
in knowledge authorities in contemporary public spheres.

Table 15: Exploitation Plan - EURECAT

Exploitation Plan

Eurecat (EURECAT)

Company/Organization Profile Eurecat is a private non-profit research and technology
development center based in Catalunya.

Business Model of your Company/
Organisation

Eurecat contributes with knowledge and technologies to
our innovation ecosystem. We support companies and
other stakeholders in creating and improving products,
services, processes, and business models with an impact
on their competitiveness.

Objectives / Mission / Vision of
your Company/ Organisation

In relation with MediaFutures, Eurecat's main interest is
developing and testing methodologies for cooperative data
experimentation with stakeholders in the creative and
cultural industries.

Market Analysis & Market Situation
(current market situation and
market needs that your
organisation caters to)

Initiatives such as the European Data Space and the
European Digital Media Observatories attest to the
importance of pan-European data sharing for
collaboratively studying and addressing societal
challenges such as disinformation.

Target users & audience Eurecat’s methods for collaborative data experimentation
developed in MediaFutures are particularly suitable for
stakeholders in the creative and cultural industries, with a
potential for scaling to other sectors.

MediaFutures contribution (e.g.
technical, improved media literacy,
new innovations/products/services
in the media sector, etc.)

Provide support to the funded project in data science,
facilitating open data resources (datasets, libraries, etc)
and deploying them if needed. Furthermore, we
investigate, performing studies and experiments with the
funded project in our areas of expertise (i.e. computational
social science, citizen participation, fair and explainable
AI...) to advance the knowledge in the open call topics
(e.g. misinformation).

Anticipated Project Results Repository with a collection of data resources in the
context of MediaFutures open call. This repository
contains datasets and open source technologies for data
exploitation.
Open source tools for the development of experiments and
studies and the knowledge that comes from this research.

MediaFutures unique competitive
position (value proposition at EU
level & beyond)

Creation of an ecosystem of collaboration between artists,
start-ups and researchers from different backgrounds to
tackle social issues (e.g. misinformation) in the media
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context.

Strategic Partnership & Network
mobilisation (e.g. DIHs, KETs,
other EU or national projects)

BDVA
Citizen Science COST Action
EUHubs4Data (H2020 project)

Contributions to MediaFutures
Innovation Impact (actions
undertaken by your organisation to
ensure Innovation Impact)

Facilitate state of the art data tools to artists and startups
for data exploitation.
Propose experiments and studies to artists and startups to
bring an added value to their projects and generate new
knowledge in areas in which EUT performs frontier
research (computational social science, trustworthy or
human AI, citizen participation, etc.)

Exploitation actions during the
project (short-term)

Release under open source license the code and datasets
generated in the experiments.
Publish the results of the research work in premier journals
and conferences.

Exploitation plans beyond project
duration
(long-term)

We will apply the technologies and methodologies
developed in MediaFutures in other programs (e.g.
regional, national or EU) focused on computational social
science research (e.g. misinformation, trustworthy AI,
citizen participation, etc.).Given the strong connection of
EUT with the public sector, industrial sector and local
SMEs we will actively search for partners in the media
sector to exploit the research results (e.g. CCMA -
Corporació  Catalana de Mitjans Audiovisuals, SONAR+D,
etc.).

Table 16: Exploitation Plan - ODI

Exploitation Plan

Open Data Institute (ODI)

Company/Organization Profile The ODI is a non-profit with a mission to work with
companies and governments to build an open,
trustworthy data ecosystem. We work with a range of
organisations, governments, public bodies and civil
society to create a world where data works for everyone.

Business Model of your Company/
Organisation

The ODI is a non-profit company, founded in 2012 by Sir
Tim Berners-Lee and Sir Nigel Shadbolt. Since 2017, the
ODI’s operating costs of around £6m per annum have
been met through a range of grants and commercial
revenue. Many of our products and services are available
openly and for free, including our reports, tools and
webinars.

Objectives / Mission / Vision of your
Company/ Organisation

Our mission is to work with companies and governments
to build an open, trustworthy data ecosystem. We want a
world where data works for everyone. This means getting
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data to those who need it, particularly in response to the
UN Sustainable Development Goals.
To achieve our mission, we:

● work with organisations to help them use better
data practices

● work with sectors and regions to ensure data is
helping them

● help interpret and apply the latest thinking around
data and data infrastructure.

Market Analysis & Market Situation
(current market situation and
market needs that your organisation
caters to)

The ODI aims to enable the development of data
infrastructure in ways that benefit people, companies,
governments and civil society. We focus on increasing
data flows around the data ecosystem, improving skills
and capabilities, and encouraging innovation. We support
data flows, focusing our efforts in three broad areas:

1. Improving the data practices of organisations so
that they can build and manage adequate data
infrastructure and data use.

2. Tackling challenges so that the data ecosystem
works better.

3. Gathering and creating research, evidence and
knowledge about data and the benefits of open,
trustworthy data access, to inform companies
and policymakers as they create data
infrastructure, assets, practices and policies.

Target users & audience The ODI operates as an institute, and we also undertake
commercial work that advances our mission. We:

● work in policy – influencing government decisions
towards the kind of data ecosystem we want to
create that will be best for society

● work with businesses – helping them to develop
ethical, equitable data infrastructure that will be
both good for business and their social mission

● work with philanthropic and other grant-giving
organisations – to build a data infrastructure that
brings benefits to all

● work with governments, research organisations,
public bodies and civil society around the world –
to ensure that they can benefit from better data
infrastructure.

MediaFutures contribution (e.g.
technical, improved media literacy,
new innovations/products/services
in the media sector, etc.)

ODI brings experience to this project from our work on
ODINE and DataPitch, both Horizon 2020 projects, as
well as from running our own organisation’s start-up
incubator programme. The ODI will be supporting the
open calls, running the reviews and selection process,
and compiling the summary of evaluations. We will be
providing participants with training and learning resources
delivered by the ODI, and curating and organising training
from the other programme partners.

Anticipated Project Results Develop the participant’s understanding and experience
of data-driven innovation through our training programme,
and in turn developing and delivering additional training
as needs are identified from the participants.
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MediaFutures unique competitive
position (value proposition at EU
level & beyond)

MediaFutures aims to bring together artists and startups
to tackle challenges in the media sector through
responsible and innovative uses of data. MediaFutures
provides funding, mentoring and support for
entrepreneurial and creative projects that:

● Tackle challenges related to misinformation
● Encourage citizens to engage with quality

journalism, science communication and digital
citizenship

● Communicate with data in inspiring and
informative ways

Strategic Partnership & Network
mobilisation (e.g. DIHs, KETs, other
EU or national projects)

We have 2,200 members, 16,000 weekly newsletter
subscribers, and hosted more than 1,000 attendees at
our recent summit. Since 2012, we have told data stories
through our Data as Culture arts programme which
includes over 100 artworks.

Contributions to MediaFutures
Innovation Impact (actions
undertaken by your organisation to
ensure Innovation Impact)

Curating and showcasing artists at our annual Summit,
with a targeted audience of 1000+. This will provide the
artists with a platform for further visibility on their work
achieved within the programme.

Exploitation actions during the
project (short-term)

The ODI will look to exploit the project results to
strengthen its own processes and methodologies in
encouraging the data economy to publish and consume
data openly. We will look to expand and exploit our
partner networks through the collaborations with data
providers and consortium partners. New products and
training offerings from the ODI will be tested with the
project’s participants to ensure their robustness.

Exploitation plans beyond project
duration
(long-term)

The ODI will look to further establish themselves as a hub
for open innovation expertise, bringing more open
innovation opportunities to startups, SME’s and artists,
further strengthening the data economy. Training and
products developed during the project will be further
disseminated through our partner networks. We will adapt
learnings from MediaFutures to apply to our own Data as
Culture programme.

Table 17: Exploitation Plan - King’s College London

Exploitation Plan

King’s College London (KCL)

Company/Organization Profile KCL is a public non-profit university based in London, UK.

Business Model of your Company/ KCL is a University and as such hosts both world-leading
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Organisation research and education. We also provide consultancy
services to organisations in industry and policy.

Objectives / Mission / Vision of your
Company/ Organisation

In relation with MediaFutures, KCL's main interest is
developing and testing methodologies for cooperative
data experimentation and innovation with stakeholders in
both industry and arts.

Market Analysis & Market Situation
(current market situation and
market needs that your organisation
caters to)

Initiatives such as the European Data Space and the
European Digital Media Observatories attest to the
importance of pan-European data sharing for
collaboratively studying and addressing societal
challenges such as disinformation.

Target users & audience KCL will use the methods and results developed in
MediaFutures in future research, as well as in their
education offering.

MediaFutures contribution (e.g.
technical, improved media literacy,
new innovations/products/services
in the media sector, etc.)

KCL is the technical coordinator of MediaFutures. We
provide expert guidance to the consortium on areas
including interdisciplinary collaboration, machine learning,
and human data interaction. Through this, we enable
MediaFutures to deliver high-quality resources and
support to programme participants, and to research and
capture best practice to enable future programmes to do
the same. As lead of WP4, data innovation toolkit and
support, we drive and oversee the development of the
resources for MediaFutures participants, and the data
and innovation toolkit. We also lead on the development
of tracks and challenges for MediaFutures' Open Calls.

Anticipated Project Results New insights into innovation processes and
collaborations between industry and artists. Specific
experiments (see D4.4 for details) will allow us to further
explore specific elements of projects, such as differences
between moderated and unmoderated engagement
online.

MediaFutures unique competitive
position (value proposition at EU
level & beyond)

Creation of an ecosystem of collaboration between
artists, start-ups and researchers from different
backgrounds to tackle social issues (e.g. misinformation)
in the media context.

Strategic Partnership & Network
mobilisation (e.g. DIHs, KETs, other
EU or national projects)

BDVA, Arts & AI, Citizen Science

Contributions to MediaFutures
Innovation Impact (actions
undertaken by your organisation to
ensure Innovation Impact)

Frame the open calls so as to support the most
innovative and ambitious projects in the support
programme.
Propose experiments and studies to artists and startups
to bring an added value to their projects and generate
new knowledge in areas in which KCL performs research
(computational social science, trustworthy or human AI,
citizen participation, etc.)

Exploitation actions during the
project (short-term)

Publish the results of the research work in scientific
journals and conferences. Expand the existing network to
develop future research projects.
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Exploitation plans beyond project
duration
(long-term)

We will apply the technologies and methodologies
developed in MediaFutures in other programs (e.g.
regional, national or EU) focused on computational social
science research (e.g. misinformation, trustworthy AI,
citizen participation, etc.).
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6 Conclusion & Next Steps
In terms of exploitation and sustainability, MediaFutures aims to facilitate the much needed
solutions and results to overcome modern day challenges of the media industry:
misinformation, disinformation, hate speech, filter bubbles, information fload and the access
to open and validated data and information. To achieve this, MediaFutures will weigh the
internal capacities, skills and strengths against the external and constantly changing
environment, incl. the dynamic emergence of more and more competitors. We see the
external environment as multidimensional: many different dimensions impact MediaFutures
and the results (products, services, artwork) of the pilots from the support program. It is
therefore essential to constantly monitor the project environment as well as internal
strengths and weaknesses in order to keep an eye on appropriate strategies in order to
promote the implementation of the results from the support program in the best possible
way.

Furthermore, many results of MediaFutures such as the toolkit, mentoring and training
achievements of startups and artists, the artworks, products, services, an increased
awareness of the general public on societal issues, knowledge disseminated in various ways
and various networks are self sustainable in nature. Other results such as the MediaFutures
product and service portfolio as well as the community and ecosystem need to be sustained
with further efforts and dedication by the consortium and other relevant stakeholders. Some
preliminary plans to sustain these results such as incorporating the structures and services
into the existing service portfolio of partners have been shared but are yet to be refined. In
order to fine tune these plans we can draw on the exploitation and sustainability plans
provided by the partners in Chapter 5.5 Exploitation Plans per Consortium Partner. The
survey results from this chapter serve as a starting point for future discussions on how to
implement our exploitation and sustainability strategy and to form a concrete action plan.
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Annex 1 - Business & Innovation Workshop

Topic of discussion What is the topic about

MF Relevance - Why is MF relevant?
- What is our USP?
- Which niche does MF occupy?
- Current relevance (societal, political, economic)
- What makes us different from other accelerator or incubator

programmes?

MF Challenges,
Environment & other
Stakeholders

- What kind of challenges are we facing?
- How do we address these challenges?
- What might hinder success?
- Environment:

- Political
- Economic
- Social
- Technological
- Environmental
- Legal

- Who are our stakeholders? How do we reach them? Which
clusters are to be formed?

MF Use Case - Use case = Business Use Case
- MediaFutures workflow
- For what specific situation could the MF products and services

potentially be used?
- “Blackbox Use Case”: what MF is supposed to do
- Who benefits from MF?
- Interactions with similar projects

Business Model Business Model (Canvas) building blocks, e.g.
- Value proposition
- Customer relationship
- Customers
- Key activities
- Key partners
- Costs
- Key resources
- Channels
- Revenue

Network & DIH (E&S) EU-wide network & MF community :
- Prerequisites for building a network
- DIH integration
- Future support
- For whom are the results interesting?
- How can a "life after MF" look like?
- Long-term investor relations and connections
- MediaFutures “Alumnis”

Commercial & Cultural
Results

- What commercial results are to be expected?
- Investment for Startups?
- New types of products/ services etc.?

- What cultural results are to be expected?
- New artwork?
- Strengthening of our democratic institutions?

- What further commercial and cultural results can we aim for?

Knowledge Results - What are potential Knowledge results?
- Research, White Paper, etc.
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- What formats & structures can be established in order to generate
& disseminate knowledge through MF?

Network & DIHs - Which networks can we utilise?
- What different networks should we engage?
- How can different stakeholders benefit from the MF Ecosystem?

(Partners, participants, DIHs, etc.)
- What remains of the MF Ecosystem after the project duration?

Accelerator/Resdiencies
Results

- What accelerator results are to be expected?
- Funding, mentoring, etc.

Accelerator Results
(E&S)

- How can we sustain and exploit accelerator results?
- Association?
- Establish a network that keeps on?

Strengths & Weaknesses - Strengths & Weaknesses based on an internal assessment
- Things we have control over and can change
- Internal attributes/resources that support a successful outcome
- What are we doing well?
- What unique resources can we leverage?
- What might 3rd parties see as our strength/weakness?
- What needs improvement?
- What do competitors better?
- What resources do we lack?

Opportunities & Threats - Opportunities & Threats based on external assessment
Opportunities:

- What market opportunities are present/influencing?
- How can we leverage our strengths?
- What kind of trends are there? Can we take advantage of them?

Threats:
- What is our competition doing at the moment?
- Are our weaknesses exposing our business?
- What kind of threats can hurt our business?

Commercial & Cultural
Results (E&S)

- What kind of commercial results are you expecting?
- What kind of cultural results are you expecting?

Focus: Exploitation & Sustainability
- Long-term orientation
- How can the results be used in public?
- How can stakeholders be involved?
- “Life” of the accelerator after MediaFutures → further opportunities

after having funded the 3 cohorts

Other Any other idea that come to your mind when thinking about “Exploitation &
Sustainability” for MediaFutures

E.g.
- Exploitation by partner
- New business models, several business divisions
- Long-term organization
- Long-term revenue and monetization strategy
- Technical aspects, data strategies
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